Effective scoring of scapha prevents helix irregularity in prominent ear correction - a biomechanical study.
As the antihelix is created in the operation for prominent ear, the helix often presents irregularities. This biomechanical study aims to elucidate effective techniques to prevent these irregularities. Finite element models were produced simulating 10 prominent ears. The scaphas of the 10 models were thinned to simulate scoring or abrasion of the cartilage. The thinning was conducted in four fashions. In the first group, no thinning was conducted (Non-Scoring Models); in the second group, the upper half of the scapha was thinned (Upper-Scoring Models); in the third group, the lower half of the scapha was thinned (Lower-Scoring Models); in the fourth group, the whole scapha was thinned (Whole-Scoring Models). Mattress sutures were applied to create the antihelix to simulate Mustarde's in-suture technique. Thereafter, transformation of the helix's contour was evaluated. Irregularity developed on the upper region of the helix with Non-Scoring and Lower-Scoring Models; the degree of the upper-region's irregularity was reduced with Upper-Scoring Models and Whole-Scoring Models. Although the edge of the helix moved in the posterior-medial direction with other type models, it moved in the anterior direction with Whole-Scoring Models. Irregularity of the upper region of the helix can be prevented by performing scoring or abrasion of the upper part of the scapha. The prominence of the helix and width of the auricle are adjustable by varying the areas of the scapha receiving scoring or abrasion. These findings are useful in improving operative outcomes in the treatment of prominent ears.